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• Demands on busier urban streets are increasing, due to:
➢ the emergence of new modal options (e.g. e-scooters)

➢ growing mobility-related sectors (e.g. home deliveries)

➢ a greater interest in pace-related activities

➢ population/employment densification

• Kerb & carriageway space is largely fixed – so pressures/ 
conflicts intensify

• How to address this conundrum: 

➢ By using street-space more imaginatively, flexibly and dynamically

➢ Using LED road signs and road markings

The Challenge



Multimodal Optimisation for Roadspace in Europe

• Identifies existing and future pressures on the main roads in cities that 
connect the ‘Urban Nodes’ – and their major attractors (city centre, port, etc.) 
- with the national/TEN-T: Trans-European Road Network

• Develops design tools and processes that will enable these key routes to be 
planned, designed, managed and operated in a way that make them 
responsive to future pressures, in a flexible manner:

➢ Generating innovative design options

➢ Engaging stakeholders in street re-design

➢ Detailed micro-simulation of behaviour in different street layouts

➢ Comprehensive evaluation of design options







Urban Feeder Routes: Mix of ‘Roads’ and ‘Streets’

ROADS

STREETS



TraffWeb - Buchanan Computing





• Looking at street 
space allocation 
holistically, from 
building to building –
not by each use 
separately – as a 
comprehensive eco-
system

Street as an ‘Eco-system’

• Being sufficiently imaginative in considering options 

for the allocation of urban street space.....







COVID: Transforming Street-space Allocation





VISSIM Modelling development (PTV)

Pedestrians moving 

or not moving

(place activities)

Dynamic roadspace 

reallocation
• movement → parking

• all vehicles → bus only

• …

Parking 

and loading

• Kerbspace efficiency

• Ease of finding space

• Revenues



• Current approach: regulate new mode as it becomes ‘established’ –
always ‘on the back foot’

• Suggested approach: pro-active - generic regulation of activities 
allowed on different parts of the street e.g.:

➢ Footway: non-motorised plus electric modes; maximum speed of 8kph 
(??), audible warning if wheel-based; no lights or protective gear

➢ ‘Cycle’ lane: Wheeled vehicles (motorised and non-motorised) between 
8kph and 30kph (??); night time lighting, effective brakes; protective gear 
recommended; insurance for motorised vehicles

➢ Carriageway: All motor vehicles capable of travelling at over 30kph; night 
lights and protective gear required, effective brakes, plus license, 
identification and insurance

Issue: Turning regulation on its head?



• Allowing for different uses of the same physical space (e.g. kerbside) at 
undefined times of day – not pre-specified. In some extreme cases, part of 
a footway might become part of the carriageway at certain times.

• Ensuring that the electronic signs and road markings are correctly 
operating and are fully visible at all times.

• Determining how to record the traffic regulations in operation at any 
particular point in time, in a way that is reliable and enforceable.

• Determining how to handle transition periods, from one set of regulations 
to another; (e.g. for parking switchover period would be set at the 
maximum allowed parking duration; but for the sudden introduction of a 
bus lane might find a driver in the ‘wrong’ lane for a short period of time.

Issue: LED signing – some challenges
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